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front issues

With tough times at home Portugal gets
innovative abroad
As the industry focuses on the major event in the trade
show calendar at Tissue World Barcelona 2013 in March, at
long last there are signs of strongly rooted green shoots of
recovery in the global economy.
The US ‘fiscal cliff’ has been avoided for the time being, the
eurozone appears to be in safer hands than a year ago and
China looks to have avoided the hard landing predicted by
many.

to market virgin pulp; private label products gaining most
from the economic malaise with 49% tissue value sales
in 2008, on a par with the EU average, rising to 64% now;
strong localised production; and progressive management
looking for every opportunity to diversify and innovate.
Hence you can read about the “the sexiest toilet paper on
earth” made at the Renova mill in Torres Novas, and two
companies aggressively pushing their sales boundaries.

TW took the decision to visit Portugal with Barcelona in
mind and as a geographical comparison with December and
January’s country report on Spain. With some foreboding, it
must be said, as the country’s T&T performance is not stellar.
But what we found might be described as an object lesson in
survival. Its tissue market is proof that even in economically
turbulent times, many of those in the industry can grit their
teeth, batten down the hatches and get on with business.

The tissue industry has reacted to the financial woes by
becoming leaner and more cost effective. While only the
fittest will survive, in many cases market conditions have
helped foster creativity. TW found that there are still plenty
of opportunities for differentiation and innovative risk taking,
at home and as far afield as former colony Brazil and also in
northern Africa and the UK. Flexibility links the two companies
both in terms of the variety and speed of production.

As Helen de Castro, the Brazilian-born director of Fapajal
in Lisbon, put it after pointing to an impressive series of
expansion plans which she has had to put on hold due to the
downturn: “There is light at the end of the tunnel, but it’s a
very dim light.”

There’s a chance that the dim light at the end of the tunnel
may soon be getting brighter. In return for government
austerity measures, Portugal’s stronger neighbours and the
European Central Bank have an obligation to underwrite the
country’s debt. So Portugal’s cost position suggests it may be
poised to enjoy growth again as the rest of the EU and its own
economy improves over the longer term. But for now, all eyes
are on the inspiring efforts of its producers as they strive to
offer sustainable and innovative products despite the tough
times.

And this is why: national unemployment at 17%; retail tissue
value sales down 4% last year; government cranking up
austerity measures; major debt restructuring; T&T machines
all on the narrow end of the trim range; average mill
production on the low side by EU comparison at less than
50,000 mt/yr; machine technical age lower than average at
16 years.
But there are plusses: a small cost advantage over bigger
nations with a mix in Portugal’s mills of 60/40 recycled fibre
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Some process problems
cannot be papered over:

DEPOSIT CONTROL
WITH CARTASPERS®.
ELIMINATING »STICKIES« IN RECYCLED FIBRE.

Waste-paper usually includes glue particles from post-its, envelopes and labels. And these
can easily lead to machine breakdowns. Clariant’s deposit control solutions make your
mill run cleaner: Cartaspers® PSM prevents deposits on wires and felts. Cartaspers® SCH
helps to keep the drying section free from sticky remains.
WWW.PAPER.CLARIANT.COM

Sustainable deposit control with
Cartaspers®: lower costs, less downtime and improved productivity.

market issues

By Greg Grishchenko,
industry expert

Recent trends in
tissue consumption
and manufacturing
within the newly
independent states of
the former Yugoslavia
After the collapse of the Austria-Hungary Empire at the end
of WW1, the victorious European majors shaped Yugoslavia,
a new country composed of more than twenty neighbouring
ethnic groups. The country that began as a kingdom in 1929
became a socialist federation of six states after the end of the
WW2: Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia, Macedonia, Montenegro,
Serbia and Slovenia. The communist country developed its
own brand of “socialism with a human face” which helped
bring about an economic boom in the 1960s and 1970s
and kept trade and diplomatic relationship with western
European governments positive.
During the times of Yugoslavia, the country’s paper industry
employed 200,000 and operated over 70 pulp and paper mills
with total capacity of 1.5m tonnes of fibre based production.
However, its domestic tissue manufacturing share was low at
7-8%. Gradual inclusion of the newly independent countries
into the European market economy encouraged merger and
acquisition activity from multinationals including SCA and
Procter & Gamble.
Manufacturing in the region
While present-day tissue manufacturing is marked by the
absence of major multinationals, the local industry retains
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strong brand recognition by consumers. Production facilities
are located in Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina and
Serbia and range from fully integrated tissue mills like
Paloma (Slovenia) and SHP Celex (Bosnia-Herzegovina) to
small family owned converting shops.
Paloma produces consumer and AfH tissue products and
currently manufactures toilet paper, kitchen towels, napkins
and tissues, and also jumbo rolls, moisted wipes and tissue
paper dispensers. The 755 staffed company makes private
label products for retailers and third parties, with its private
label sales share around 28% of its output. Sales revenue
has remained flat over the last three years at $112m, but
Paloma’s 70,000tpy tissue capacity is the highest in the
region.
SHP Celex employs 350 staff and is one of eight companies
scattered across six countries in central and eastern Europe
that make up SHP Group. It manufactures 33,000tpy of
jumbo rolls and makes 15,000 tonnes of finished products
in its factory in Banja Luka. Sales were declining 1%-2%
during the post-crisis years reaching $47m in 2010. In 2002,
a new tissue machine was installed and put into operation
which led to jumbo roll production becoming one of its most
important income generators. SHP Celex is also looking into

HPIR-FW.
See it from the tissue’s point of view.

Successful tissue makers have learned that they must be nimble and responsive
to meet growing global demand. Now, new compact tissue machines have made
it possible for production to be located closer to that demand, which presents
numerous profitability and sustainability challenges to the producer. ABB is ready
to help with a tissue measurement solution without radiological isotopes and the
regulations associated with them. Using a simple and proven design that delivers
safe and reliable performance, HPIR-FW directly measures fiber weight and
moisture in a single sensor, enabling tissue makers to control two of the most
expensive costs in the process - fiber and energy. To find out more, contact your
local ABB Account Manager and visit www.abb.com/pulpandpaper
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new options such as hygiene products, sanitary protection
and nappies/diapers and it exports to countries including
Croatia, Italy, Spain, Portugal, France and the UK.
Three companies from Croatia should also be cited: SHP IntimPapir in Baderna belongs to SHP Group and is a manufacturer
and distributor of the AfH brand Harmony Professional brand.
Kemo-Papir in Ogulin is a small private tissue converter,
owned by Boris Bojcic, which manufactures jumbo kitchen
towel rolls under brand name Kingsoft. Deltapapir in Zagreb
is a contract manufacturer for Croatian trade group Ultra Gros
with over 900 retail outlets in the country.
Violeta is a private company owned by Petar Corluka and
had sales revenue of $115m in 2011. It produces disposable
paper products and also operates a national distribution
network for its own products and major foreign food, dairy
and confectionary brands, with branches in all major cities in
Bosnia-Herzegovina. The company employs 630 and converts
20,000 tonnes of tissue products at two plants. The original
factory is based in Grude, Bosnia-Herzegovina and in 2011
Violeta opened a new factory in Sveti Ivan Zelina, Croatia.
The company has postponed plans to start a greenfield tissue
making facility in Livno, Bosnia-Herzegovina, for economic
reasons.
Violeta made several successful new product launches in
2011: Teta Violeta kitchen towels and Violeta Premium toilet
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paper and tissues. The company also produces private labels
for all categories. According to rating agency AC Nielsen, the
company’s marketing campaign for Teta Violeta kitchen towel
in Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina resulted in 4% growth of
its total market segment. Converting only virgin fibre stock,
Violeta uses recycled raw materials for packaging and has an
environmental protection policy for its operation. The Violeta
brand is a leader in local markets in Bosnia-Herzegovina
(53%) and Croatia (21%), and it also exports to Slovenia,
Serbia, Montenegro and Macedonia as well as to several EU
countries, Iran and Jordan.
Drenik ND is located in Belgrade, Serbia, and is a privately
owned business administered by Nebojsa Djordjevic and Igor
Peric. It employs nearly 400 staff and has a reported sales
revenue of $59m in 2010; nearly 70% of the Serbian retail
tissue market. With the two well-positioned brands Perfex and
Boni and, to a lesser extent its Regina brand, the company is
present in most tissue and incontinence categories. With its
annual production capacity of 30,000 tonnes, the company
markets a wide portfolio of tissue products in Serbia, Bulgaria,
Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Macedonia and Montenegro. Its
sales share has been declining during the past three years
due to tougher competition in the economy segment and the
penetration of private label brands (1% in 2011).

Annual Per Capita Tissue Consumption - Kg -2011
12.0
9.0

8.4

7.8
5.8
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Market standing
Slovenia
In the most prosperous country of the former Yugoslavia,
2009 - 2011 were characterised by sluggishness. Previous
recession anxieties had caused consumers to give up
premium products or reach for economy options in many
tissue categories. While tissue consumption reached
30,000tpy with retail tissue sales around $39m, toilet paper
sales remain flat while kitchen towel sales showed some
growth (3.5% in 2010 if compared with 2009).
The rise of supermarkets/hypermarkets’ private label
lines, as well as private labels offered by the wide range of
discounters meant important changes to the Slovenian tissue
market structure, and also represents an important lift for the
power of domestic brands.
Grocery retailers dominated distribution in retail value
terms in 2011, with supermarkets/hypermarkets accounting
for the majority share while discounter outlets show even
higher growth in terms of reach and density throughout the
country. As Slovenian consumers grow more sophisticated
and adapted to the information age, they turned to internet
retailing and direct selling to try to beat the higher priced
major brands. Successful trading due to the good value
private labels from supermarkets and discounters has forced
major brand suppliers to innovate from the threat of losing
consumer’s interest and loyalty.
Croatia
Croatia is second to Slovenia in per capita disposable income.
Annual tissue consumption in the country is 65,000 tonnes
with retail tissue sales reaching $85m. Croatia’s tissue sector
posted negative value growth for the third year in 2011.
The unfavourable economic environment and declining
disposable household income levels continued to contribute
to the general trend of frugality and money saving across all
categories in tissue business.
Supermarket chains are leading tissue product distribution,
maintaining its decade-long position in Croatia during 2011

and accounting for
23% of total retail
value sales. Konzum,
the
number
one
supermarket
chain,
continues to expand
its range of quality
private label tissue
offers (K-plus brand).
Supermarket
chain
Tommy (Domax brand)
uses sales promotion
booklets
and
newspaper inserts for
all 135 outlets across
the county. Drugstores
keep second place
Competitive brands - Perla, Zewa,
with 22% ahead of
Paloma, Kleenex, K-Plus - Konzum PL
hypermarkets
21%
share. The latest rise
of drugstores (being a part of health/beauty retailers) in the
distribution of tissue products can be credited to one retailer,
DM-Drogerie Markt, the Croatian subsidiary of the German
drugstore chain which offers a popular range of private label
tissue products under the brand name of Saugstark & Sicher.
In 2010-2011 DM-Drogerie Markt invested $6.6m mostly in
opening new outlets.
There are two ongoing trends in the country’s tissue
consumption that brought a significant drop in volume sales
- reduced use of tissue products and general bargain hunting
for economy and private labels. Multinational companies
assume leadership in tissue products on supermarket shelves
helped by own marketing resources that are much stronger
than of local players. So it is up to a frugal Croatian consumer
to choose from multinational offers of SCA (Zewa), KimberlyClark (Kleenex), of Perla (WEPA Lucca), or buy domestic
brands Violeta, Harmony or Perfex.
Bosnia – Herzegovina
Before the war, Bosnia-Herzegovina was home to five of
Yugoslavia’s largest corporations and the 1984 Winter
Olympics. Currently this mountainous country is rebuilding
its industry and infrastructure, and seats two major tissue
product manufacturers, SHP Celex and Violeta.

DM drugstore outlet in Croatia

While the incomes of Bosnians are yet to recover trailing
neighbouring Croatia, local consumers reacted to positive
signals in the economy such as growing industrial output,
raising exports and easier access to loans. The result was
that the tissue segment started showing signs of recovery in
2011, with current retail value sales increasing by 2%, after
three years of flat sales (2008, 2009 and 2010) caused by
7
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local company Drenik ND accounted for a considerable
21% value share within the tissue segment in 2011, behind
market leader Procter & Gamble Marketing & Services (26%).
However, statistics by Euromonitor International also include
incontinence and feminine disposables (strongest sales for
P&G), so if we separate “true” consumer tissue from “hygiene”
products Drenik ND might be the actual market leader.

Fabio Perini Line at Violeta

Domax PL from Tommy supermarkets

Harmony brand from SHP Celex

recession. According to Euromonitor International the main
trend within retail tissue is segmentation of premium and
economy brands related to consumer income diversification.
With the current annual tissue consumption of 35,000 tonnes
(retail tissue sales reached $46m) demand is expected
to grow, with sales set to be driven by the growth of the
economy and rising consumer disposable incomes.
Retail tissue sales growth is attributed to consolidation of
large store outlets like supermarkets and hypermarkets
making them the leading distributors of tissue products.
Manufacturers embrace this consolidation since it allows
them to reduce the costs involved in negotiating with small
regional and local distributors. AfH tissue products continue
to develop robustly, with sales being driven by rising demand
across the HORECA (HOtel/REstaurant/CAfe) channel.
Serbia
As the tissue market surpasses the $80m mark in Serbia,
TISSUE WORLD Feb / Mar 2013

Serbia, the most populous country (7.3m) in the region, is
going through hard times with the decline of birth rate and
a weakening in purchasing power followed by the highest
unemployment rate in the country’s history. As a result,
consumers continue to lean towards cheaper economy tissue
products, including private label. However, with the annual
tissue consumption at 61,000 tonnes, Serbian consumer
tissue sales show healthy gradual growth in 2011 both in
toilet paper (4.4%) and kitchen towels (6%) if compared with
2010.
As a typical pattern for the region, for many years
supermarkets in Serbia represented the main distribution
channel for tissue products. Drugstores and non-grocery
retailers have the largest capacity for growth even given the
fact that currently only two drugstore chains – Serbian Lilly
Drogerije and German DM-Drogerie Markt - operate in the
country. Despite very dynamic development for the last five
years, retailing in Serbia is still missing discounters, however,
there are signals that the first discounter will be Lidl Stiftung
& Co., a German global discount supermarket chain, already
registered in the country.
As a result of the referendum in 2006, Serbia and Montenegro
split into two separate independent countries leaving Serbia
without access to the Adriatic Sea. The tissue segment
dynamics of Montenegro (pop. 0.66,) are very similar to
Serbia’s with the estimated annual tissue consumption of
about 5,000 tonnes.
Macedonia
Macedonia’s tissue market has an annual consumption of
12,000 tonnes with retail sales of $16m. It is dominated
by regional companies and 2011 was another year of solid
performance by the renowned tissue brands, while local
tissue converting remained hardly visible.
Despite renewed worries about the strength of the Eurozone
economies and the euro itself, consumer confidence is stable,
helping tissue sales to sustain solid positive growth in 2011
after the decline of 2009 and the subsequent recovery in
2010. Consumers in the country remain highly price driven,
seeking the best possible product for the price offered.
Economy tissue products are gradually being abandoned
and replaced with standard and premium brands, which
are recognised as better value for money, however, private
labels failed to attract more consumers and did show flat
performance. This was mainly the case with toilet paper and
kitchen towels in 2011.
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At Ashland, our R&D has led to a proven portfolio of creping and release chemistries
for both light dry crepe and structured sheet operations. And we’ve got even more
in the pipeline, plus extensively trained application teams to make sure our solutions
perform effectively in your unique environment. See how a superior coating
program can deliver exceptional machine performance and sheet quality.
Experience the Ashland Advantage today.

ashland.com

® Registered trademark, Ashland or its subsidiaries, registered in various countries
Trademark, Ashland or its subsidiaries, registered in various countries
* Trademark owned by a third party
© 2013, Ashland
AD-12113
TM
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Combining knowledge and technology
to optimize the machine life cycle
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SKF Life Cycle Management is a proven approach to
maximizing machine productivity and minimizing total cost
of ownership over every stage, from specification and
design to operation and maintenance. Whether you’re
responsible for designing, operating or maintaining pulp
and paper making machinery, you can take advantage
of SKF engineering and application knowledge to:
• Optimize designs
• Reduce time to market and development costs
• Improve energy and resource efficiency
• Increase reliability
• Extend machinery service life
• Improve productivity
• Improve safety
• Minimize maintenance
• Reduce total cost of ownership
For more information about SKF solutions for the pulp and
paper industry, visit skf.com/paper

Visit our stand at Tissue World 2013
in Barcelona to find out how SKF Life Cycle
Management can help you!

The Power of Knowledge Engineering
www.skf.com

Top secret: Largest, widest worldwide

ANDRITZ PrimeDry Steel Yankees

A well-kept secret: ANDRITZ is break-

resulting in greater safety and 8-10%

ing records with its Steel Yankee

better machine performance than cast

technology! With diameters up to 22 ft.

Yankees. Of the 50 ANDRITZ PrimeDry

and shell lengths up to 7.4 m ANDRITZ

Steel Yankees already sold, 13 are in the

is the technology leader for large Steel

large size range (> 18 ft. diam. resp. > 6 m

Yankees. These high performance drying

shell length), amongst them the world’s

cylinders are made entirely of steel,

largest operating Steel Yankee for tissue.

www.andritz.com

We accept the challenge!

INFINITELY CUSTOM, FINE, WASTE FREE, QUALITY PACKAGING

AUTOMATIC WRAPPER AFH MOD. AL80

Visit our stand
at Tissue World 2013
Stand F60 - 18-21 Mar 2013
Barcelona, Spain

There is an infinity of solutions out there for packaging two rolls, and Microline knows them all.
And then there is the one that goes that extra mile: adding a third roll, naturally,
without wasting plastic film or using glue. Microline transforms the impossible in reality.
Place your trust in an ISO 9001 certified company, young in years but of consolidated
experience. Our modus operandi consists of technological innovation and quality research
at all stages of customer relations. So that we might go that extra mile, together.

WWW.TISSUE-PAPER-PACKAGING.COM

conveyors - shrink-wrapping machines - case-packers - palletisers
Microline s.r.l. Via Emilia 33/C - 40011 Anzola dell’Emilia (BO) Italy - ph. +39 051 6166696 - fax +39 051 6188252 - www.microlinesrl.it - info@microlinesrl.it

The Tissue Machine

The Sections Line

The Line of Components

“ I know quickly
what I manage.”

www.controsensolab235.it

Sonia Bertetto. Tissue Sales Manager. PMT Italia.

We split up our products
to improve our job.
The PMT Group is proud to present its new product lines.
AEGO The Sections Line, SMAR The Line of Components
and VELUM The Tissue Machine are our new range
designed for the future with advanced technology.
A set of solutions for all needs.
www.nugogroup.com

www.controsensolab235.it

MULTIMARKET SALES / SUPPLY
GLOBAL FOOTPRINT
COMPETITIVE PRICING
FINANCING
RELIABLE LONG TERM SOURCE
LOGISTIC PARTNERS
MACHINE EXPERTS.. WE KNOW
HOW YOUR PAPER RUNS!

WE ARE A RELIABLE SOURCE FOR

YOUR TISSUE SUPPLY NEEDS:

Global Link & Supplies inc has become an experienced and reliable source with
competitive prices and market knowledge / intelligence.
We can supply your needs of:
- PARENT ROLLS:
Virgin and recycle Bath tissue, Napkin and Kitchen towel, Facial grades.
Virgin and recycle Away from home products. (jumbo roll, hard wound towel,
interfold towel)
- CORE STOCK.
- WASTE PAPER.
- PULP.
- FINISHED GOODS.
Our company operates in a multimarket environment with reliable suppliers in Asia,
Latin-America, USA and Europe.

Please send us your inquiries to: sales@globallinksupply.com

Visit us at Tissue World Barcelona 2013 Booth B350

GLOBAL LINK & SUPPLIES INC / 2655 Le Jeune rd # 513 / Coral Gables, Fl 33134 / USA
305-7793053 / Fax: 305-4020211 / Email: sales@globallinksupply.com

:

LEADING IN WRAPPING MACHINES
FOR FOLDED TISSUE PRODUCTS
FOR MORE THAN 60 YEARS

Wrapping machines for napkins and facial tissues

Complete handkerchief folding and wrapping lines

Please visit us at Tissue World, Barcelona
19th - 21st of March 2013
Our booth: E 250

Christian Senning Verpackungsmaschinen GmbH & Co. KG
Kalmsweg 10 · 28239 Bremen · Germany
+49 (0) 421 - 69 46 20 · www.senning.de · info@senning.de
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Portugal – a locally focuse
tough economy
Portugal
currently
produces
approximately 150,000 MT/Yr of
Towel and Tissue (T&T) paper. That
makes Portugal eleventh largest T&T
producing nation in the European
Union (EU) with about 3% of the EU
capacity. Portugal was experiencing
modest growth coming into the
worldwide recession of the last three
years. Two new machines were added
in the last ten years. The last of these
new machines was added in 2009, just
as the recession started in earnest.
Portugal’s cost position suggests it may
be poised to enjoy growth again as the
EU and Portugal’s economies improve.
Portugal is home to more than 10
million people with an economy that
is 51st in the world. The Portuguese
economy has been diversifying with
increasing movement toward the
service sector. The economy had been
growing through the 1990s but fell
back in the 2001-2008 period. In 2009
there was a significant contraction
of 2.9%. 2010 seemed to improve
somewhat with growth of 1.3% but
that was short lived and in 2011 GDP
fell again when government-imposed
austerity measures were implemented.
Economic uncertainties persist as
Portugal attempts to deal with deficit
reduction balanced against the need to
stimulate growth.
Geographically, Portugal’s T&T mills are
dispersed in the northern two thirds of
the country clustered in pockets with
mills producing other pulp and paper
grades (Map 1). The country ranks
eleventh among the 19 T&T producers
in the EU (Figure 1) and ninth in the
number of operating machines, equal
to the Netherlands and Romania
(Figure 2). T&T machines in the EU vary
from narrow two-metre machines to six
metres. The machines in Portugal are
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all on the narrow end of the trim range
for the region, with the average being
2.5 metres (Figure 3). Mill production
in Portugal is, on average, on the low
side compared to other mills in the EU
at less than 50,000 MT/Yr while the
technical age of Portugal’s machines
is lower than average at 16 years
(Figure 4). Fibre mix in Portugal’s mills
is a 60/40 balance of recycled fibre to
market virgin pulp, a deviation from
the larger producing countries that rely
more heavily on market pulp (Figure
5). While recycled fibre is present in
most countries, it is not in heavy use by
major producers. Integrated recycled
fibre does provide some smaller
producing countries an advantage
over the purchased fibre consumed by
larger producing countries. Portugal’s
cost position in the EU is advantaged
by the integration of recycled fibre in
its furnish mix (Figure 6).
Portugal’s T&T machine production
rates are evenly dispersed on the low
end of EU production rates. Machines
range from the very smallest (producing

less than 10,000 MT/Yr) to moderate
levels producing in the 40,000 MT/
Yr range (Figure 7). Machine trims are
narrow with 75% in the 2.5m class
and 25% at less than 2.5m in width
(Figure 8). Machine speeds are fairly
well distributed with about an equal
number of machines in the low end of
500-1,000 mpm and in the high end of
1,500-2,000 mpm. All of the machines
are classified as less than 2,000 mpm
(Figure 9). On the international scale,
Portugal’s machines tend to mirror the
EU average capacity and average ages
for the lower capacity population of
machines (Figure 10). A noteworthy
observation is that Portugal’s T&T
business is primarily locally owned
with one mill owned by a company
headquartered in neighbouring Spain
(Figure 11).
The source for market data and analysis
in this article is FisherSolve™. Data
tables behind Figures 1 - 11 can be
obtained from Fisher International.
E-mail requests to info@fisheri.com.

Figure 1 Distribution of T&T production in the European Union.

By Bill Burns
Senior Consultant, Fisher International

sed T&T market in a

Figure 2 Distribution of T&T paper machines in the European
Union.

Figure 3 Distribution of T&T paper machine trims in the European
Union.

Figure 4 Technical age and production volume comparisons for
European Union T&T paper machines.

Figure 5 Fibre mix comparison for European Union T&T producing
countries.

Figure 6 European Union country level cost curve for T&T
production with Portugal highlighted.

Figure 7 Distribution of Portugal’s T&T paper machines by
production rate.
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Figure 8 Distribution of Portugal’s T&T paper machines by trim
class.

Figure 9 Distribution of Portugal’s T&T paper machines by speed
class.

Figure 10 Dispersion of European Union T&T paper machines
against worldwide average production and age.

Figure 11 Distribution of Portugal’s mills by country of
corporation ownership.

Map 1 T&T operating mill locations in Portugal.

About Fisher International, Inc.
Fisher International has supported the pulp and
paper industry for over 25 years with business
intelligence and management consulting. Fisher
International’s powerful proprietary database,
analysis tools, and expert senior consultants are
indispensable resources to the industry’s producers,
suppliers, investors, and buyers worldwide.
FisherSolve™ is the pulp and paper industry’s
premier database and analysis tool. Complete and
accurate, FisherSolve is unique in describing the
assets and operations of every mill in the world
(making 50 TPD or more), modeling the massenergy balance of each, analyzing their production
costs, predicting their economic viability, and
providing a wealth of information necessary for
strategic planning and implementation. FisherSolve
is a product of Fisher International, Inc. For more
information visit: www.fisheri.com or email info@
fisheri.com USA: +1-203-854-5390
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HERMES, QUICK AND RELIABLE

Our newborn continuous automatic rewinder provides high
production (speed of 550 mpm) and high reliability thanks
to its simplicity of use
Main features:
independent motorization of each axis
perforation roll with 6 blades
fixed perforation roll with 4 pre-mounted toothed blades and axial movement
quick and easy change for core diameter set by operator panel
perforation length set by panel
winding control
core pick up device by hot melt glue
products specs data storing

Lucca – Italy Tel. +39 0583 316820

info@maflex.it

By Ian Bell,
Euromonitor International's global head of tissue and hygiene research

country report

Private label one
of few gains as
Portuguese consumers
abandon brand loyalty
With the country’s economy stuck in the
doldrums, it is a difficult time for tissue
products and fast-moving consumer
goods generally in Portugal. Through
2012, the Eurozone crisis rumbled
on and the Portuguese government
ratcheted up its austerity measures.
Consumers thus continued to see their
purchasing power on the slide in the
year.

best price-quality deals available. In
line with these more prudent spending
practices, household spend on tissue
declined year on year from US$71
in 2008 to US$64 in 2012, with
further declines predicted over the
medium-term.

In this gloomy environment retail tissue
saw value sales fall by 4% alone in
2012, with declines reported across
every category in terms of both value
and volume. These dismal figures are
yet another chapter in the horror story
that started back in 2008 with the
Lehmann shock and ensuing global
financial crisis.

No matter what the economic situation,
there are always winners and losers.
With price dictating demand, private
label products gained most from the
economic malaise. In 2008, private
label accounted for 49% of Portuguese
tissue value sales, roughly in line
with the western European average.

Over 2008-2012, retail tissue saw
decline with a value CAGR of -2%.
This is telling, as these years cover
a time when pulp prices as well as
processing and distribution costs have
been at their highest. Such has been
the turbulence in Portuguese tissue
that even traditionally stable product
categories such as toilet paper are
seeing a protracted downturn.
Unemployment continued to rise,
reaching 17% at the end of 2012, and
disposable incomes continued to fall.
Portuguese consumers thus adapted
their consumption habits, making
fewer purchases and looking for the

Private label pushes aside brands

‘In a bid to retain share
in the face of intense
competition, branded
manufacturers
increased their pricebased promotional
activity.’
However, by 2012 this share surged to
64%. This represents a monetary gain
of US$33m during a time when the
value of toilet paper overall declined
by US$18m.
In a bid to retain share in the face
of intense competition, branded
manufacturers
increased
their

price-based promotional activity. This
served to bring down average unit
prices by 4% over 2008-2012 for
tissue as a whole. Toilet paper, as the
largest category, was particularly hit
hard with unit prices falling by 8%.
This is indicative of consumer attitudes
in Portugal, with brand loyalty being
abandoned and consumers increasingly
going for the cheapest option.
Renova is the country’s leading
manufacturer of branded tissue
and has a strong reputation as an
innovator in the category. However,
the company saw its value share fall
by almost 10 percentage points to
18% since 2008 as a result of flagging
brand loyalty. Renova is not alone of
course. Kimberly-Clark is Portugal’s
second-ranked player and also saw its
share crash as consumers increasingly
switched to discounter brands. Lidl
notably performed particularly well
over the same period.

The slightest glimmer of hope
With no end to the country’s economic
woes in sight, the short-term outlook
appears bleak for branded tissue
manufacturers. However there could be
a small glimmer of hope. At less than a
percentage point, the gains in private
label share in 2012 were the smallest
since the credit crunch began in 2008.
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This suggests that private label’s
share may be reaching a plateau and
that those consumers who are willing
to trade down have done so already,
leaving the product category in a new,
if perhaps uneasy, equilibrium.

battle. However, the smallest category
of facial tissue managed to record value
growth over 2008-2012, registering a
CAGR of 2%. This is positively stellar
given the wider performance of tissue.

‘The short-term
outlook appears
bleak for branded
tissue manufacturers.
However there could
be a small glimmer of
hope.’

With annual value sales of just US$19m,
tissue represents just 7% of retail facial
tissue value. Although the category
is small, it maintained more stable
value sales because it is perceived as
more hygienic and practical than fabric
alternatives. While household spend
on tissue declined marginally in 2012,
this was the only category where 2012
spend was higher than sales reported
in 2008.

Encouraging consumers to pay more
anytime soon is likely to be a losing

Although the gains made by facial
tissue are small, they serve to illustrate

that even in times of economic
difficulty Portuguese consumers can
be persuaded to pay more if health and
hygiene issues are at stake. Capitalising
on this factor may seem like clutching
at straws. However, it still offers one
strong strategy that the industry can
turn to, particularly as they seek to
turn things around in the better times
that are hopefully to come in the
longer-term.
In
the
short-term,
however,
manufacturers of branded products
would appear to have little option
but to batten down the hatches, keep
prices low and wait for the economic
storm to pass.
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consumer speak

Tissue’s greatest collector?
Silvio prepares for Guinness
World Record bid
Silvio Fioravanti is an archaeologist and lives near Lucca in Italy. He has a large
collection of pocket hankie packs – at the last count, 11,972 different tissue pocket
packs from all over the world that are themed, catalogued and includes old and
vintage pieces. TW magazine has charted his collection’s development over the
years, and here he explains how he and his family uses tissue products that are
absorbent, soft and usually white, as well as how and why he continues to expand
his collection.
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consumer speak

I am a big customer for all companies
that produce tissue paper! For the
collection, I purchase any type of
packets of tissues from the most famous
brands to private label products.
Wherever there’s a supermarket or
a small store household products or
toiletries, I go in search of missing
packages to my collection.
For my personal use for colds and in
the kitchen or bathroom, I am more
particular about which tissues I chose.
My family only uses the better quality
products, not a particular brand, but
we want softness and maybe a little
handkerchief with a light scent also
(but not too strong). I don’t use tissues
in boxes, but prefer to use kitchen
rolls that are more absorbent as well
as towels and toilet paper, preferably
ones that are soft and usually white.
We are lucky because in Italy the
quality of paper products is generally
very good and in recent times
most companies are adapting to
environmental
requirements.
The
use of environmental certifications
on products such as PEFC or FSC is
spreading quickly, but they are still
maybe not well known to the average
customer.

A paper handkerchief pack from 1926.
TISSUE WORLD Feb/Mar 2013

The research of tissues for the collection
continues even when I'm abroad. I find
that outside of Italy, the price for good
quality tissue products is higher, so
it’s easier to find products with lower
quality when travelling. I have a great
passion for collecting tissue pocket
pacts and have done so for the last 15
years. I collect tissue packs as well as
old postcards and papers from my city.
A collection represents the gathering
of a selective group of things for higher
purposes such as history, aesthetics,
costume, technology, or memory
preservation. The collection only
justifies and legitimates the purchase
of otherwise superfluous material
things and it also provides them with
meaning and value. I like handkerchiefs
for their variety and their design, but
mostly I like to keep things commonly
used that would be thrown leaving no
memory for the future.

as advertising tissues, tissues with
cartoon characters, tissues decorated,
or vintage packets. I appreciate old
tissue packages or those no longer
available because of the difficulty in
preserving a disposable product. They
have little value if they’re not looked
after. I have managed to find some rare
packages Tempo and Kleenex from
1930 and 1940, and even a packet of
1926 in the USA (pictured), which are
some of my favourites.

For the last eight years I have
uploaded my finds to my website
(www.silviofioravanti.it). The collection
now has 11,972 tissue packets from
all over the world, making up many
different formats including standard,
mini-pocket, wallet, flat, sachet, as
well as different characteristics such

There is still no record of the largest
collection of pocket tissue packs in
the Guinness World Record. Because
of the variety and number of tissues
in my collection, I'm preparing the
documentation required for the
creation of a new record.

I like to follow the evolution of the
packages of the same brand. In the
collection for example, I have over
525 packages of Kleenex and over
549 Tempo tissues to quote the brands
most represented. I also like to find
some brands that no longer exist
and I frequently exchange with other
collectors. When friends return from
their holidays they also often bring me
tissues for the collection.

operations report

Portugal’s tissue
pioneer keeps on
innovating to thrive
Renova is the home of “the sexiest toilet
paper on earth” says production director
Mario Lopes. TW met the business with the
designer products.
TISSUE WORLD Feb / Mar 2013

By Helen Morris, Tissue World Editor

“Black toilet paper is an icebreaker,” says Mario Lopes,
production director at Renova, the Torres Novas, Portugalbased integrated tissue company. “Our strategy is through
innovation. We want to increasingly sell unusual tissue
products internationally; we are already known as the “black
toilet paper company” and this brings a lot of visibility to the
brand.”

“Innovation is the basis of our strategy. While
we sometimes can’t compete on size, we tackle
them head on in innovation and flexibility.”
Renova has one of the most unique tissue brands in the world.
The company’s humorous and open-minded approach is
further evident when stepping into the reception and openplan office area; a large punch bag hangs from the ceiling in
the waiting area next to a couple of pairs of boxing gloves;
the seat is a long log of wood with chair arms and backs
integrated into it; a poster of a man wearing a shirt and tie
with a big cross through it is nearby (and sure enough no-one
in the office is wearing a tie); Jackson Pollock-styled artwork
covers the floor of the brain-storming areas; shopping trollies
are dotted around the office full of tissue products ... and
later on we walk around the mill following a trail of large ants
painted on the floors.
Renova’s products take up any spaces left available, and
include the infamous black toilet rolls - “the sexiest toilet
paper on earth.” But black is just the start, there’s also red,

yellow and green toilet rolls, scented rolls, rolls with patterns,
money imprinted toilet paper..
TW is greeted by Lopes, CEO Paulo Pereira da Silva and
marketing director Luis Saramago. The privately-owned and
independent company’s brand is very distinctive throughout
the world due to its eagerness to take innovative risks,
encourage change, whilst also holding down a lean and green
business model.
The company brand was established in 1818 when it was
used as a watermark for paper, with today’s Renova business
founded in 1939. It is now a heavyweight multi-national
business with two sites in Portugal and commercial units in
Spain, France, Belgium and Luxembourg. With two sites and
a total staff of 590, Renova produces 100,000tpy of tissue
products. In 2011, sales were around €135 million, with more
than 50% originated in foreign markets.
“We were the founders of the tissue market in Portugal,”
Lopes says. “We were a printing and writing paper producer
but in the 1960’s we saw an opportunity to move into the
tissue business. There had been no tissue production here
so it was visionary to suddenly move into that market. We
are completely focused in our brand, and we are well known
around the world for our special luxury products.”
In 2005, total sales of the disposable tissue paper category
products in Portugal equaled €220m, with Renova taking a
35% share of the disposable tissue category. In 2012, its
market share for toilet tissue was 34%, 37.6% for napkins,
29% for kitchen rolls and 29.5% for facial tissue. “Demand

Renova’s expansive site in Torres Novas, Portugal
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for tissue in Portugal has increased a very little bit,” Saramago
says, “approximately 1.5% or so in the past few years.”

boys everywhere,” Lopes says. “We are flexible and very quick
to respond to new opportunities with new ideas/solutions.”

The company sells products aimed at both ends of the supply
chain, producing more than 700 products with very different
characteristics (ply strength, colour, perfumes, lotions,…) In
fact, in 1998 it was probably the first manufacturer in the
world to introduce toilet paper with balms and lotions.

Does the company have big growth plans? “Yes, but more
than only in volume. We want to be known as a company that
does it differently and produces unconventional products,
and of course we want to be known as the sexiest tissue
producer.. We distinguish ourselves by having a very strong
brand focus and we’re targeting abroad more and more whilst
still keeping our presence in our existing markets.”

“We distinguish ourselves by having a very
strong brand focus and we’re targeting
abroad more and more whilst still keeping our
presence in our existing markets.”
After Portugal joined the European Union in 1986, the
company started to expand internationally, most immediately
in Spain, where several multinationals have a strong hold on
the market. Renova now has a 6% share there, and leading
the napkins segment with a 12% share. “We play with the big

AfH is also a growth area, and Renova is looking to increase
its presence in that market. “AfH has been growing a lot,”
Saramago says. “But always with the same strategy, through
innovation.”
In Portugal as in much of Europe, private label is the fastest
growing category, gaining market share due to its price/
quality ratio. It is the key competitor, price wise, for Renova,
and many private label brands are outselling regional brands.
“Their presence is significantly increasing in the whole of
Europe because consumers are focused on price,” Saramago
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adds. “So we need to make something different and integrate
value into the products. Innovation is the basis of our strategy.
We are very quick to respond to new ideas and we’re flexible.
People here are very used to change on the machines and
we have to be very efficient with this. Our black loo rolls are
more than a product, they look like a designer product, a
decoration object.”
Energy prices have gone up substantially so the plant has had
to become increasingly more efficient. “Prices have gone up
here more than in some other countries in Europe, so we can
only become more efficient. We can’t just do nothing, but it
means we need to be very competitive when we’re selling
abroad,” he adds. “We have all the stages of production here,
including a de-inking plant, cogeneration, printing, design,
converting. And we run it all very efficiently. We use very high
quality recycled fibre, and can use either recycled or virgin
fibre.”

our way of doing things,” Lopes says. “And environmental
sustainability is the first thing we keep in mind. We will get
FSC certification soon as well, but environmental stamps
don’t tell the whole story. We prefer to integrate Harmony
with Nature and Care for all resources in our products
and processes and, especially, in our people’s mind - our
environmental department is based across the whole mill. All
these things come together so you end up saving on energy
and waste costs also.”
“Our aim is not to produce only common products but to
specialise, always with added value” Lopes concludes. “We
have to be competitive; every plant has to be efficient. It’s a
jungle out there and we don’t innovate just on products but
on processes.”
And the punch bag? In case you were wondering: “Oh, that’s
for stress relief”.

With EMAS certification and EcoLabel, sustainability is a big
factor of being more efficient. “Everything is integrated into
45
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As a small company
thinking big Fapajal is
bucking the national
trend
Sales output tripled in four years as Portugal
fights economic downturn

By Helen Morris, Tissue World Editor

A year and a half is a long time in an economic downturn. When
TW first met Fapajal in June 2011, the small independent
tissue producer was expanding rapidly with a new Toscotec
TM that added 55 tonnes of capacity per day. Visiting again
in January 2013, the business, as with others in Portugal and
much of Europe, is battening down the hatches, becoming
even leaner and more cost effective, and putting previously
planned expansion plans on hold.
Its strategy mirrors that of the Portuguese economy. The
country had been experiencing only modest growth coming
into the worldwide recession, since 2009 growth has been
negative; it has attempted to deal with deficit reduction and
is in the middle of debt restructuring and pressing ahead with
a reform programme.
Is there any light at the end of the tunnel? “It’s a very dim
light,” says Helen de Castro, the Brazilian-born director and
a shareholder of Fapajal. “The Portuguese tissue market like
everything else here has been hard hit by the crisis and is
slowly disappearing. The state of the market is horrible.
There’s reduced local consumption, bankruptcies…”
The company is based a 30 minutes drive out of Lisbon, and
the last part of the journey passes through the quaint parish
of Sao Juliao de Tojal, where the locals walk out of bright
yellow, pink or white houses straight onto the narrow cobbled
streets. It seems a world away from the reality of the country’s
financial woes. The plant is hard to find; tucked away, there
are no signposts, no “reception” indicators on arrival, and
once inside no marketing or products are on show. The site,
like the company, is to the point, discrete, and secure in what
it does.
“We’ve maintained a low profile over the years and we
haven’t done badly,” de Castro says with considerable
understatement. “We’re a small, independent company but
we think like we’re big. We’ve expanded and in the last four
years we’ve tripled our sales, which is now more than €24m.
For 2013 we expect around €26 million in sales. ” “The
downturn has hit us as well as everyone else, but while it’s
certainly not brilliant we can say that we’re in an OK position.”
The mill’s history dates back to the 18th century, when,
after the Great Lisbon Earthquake in 1755, the monks of St.
Vincent moved to Quinta da Abelheira and began producing
writing paper. In 1836, the paper business was purchased by
British port producers William Graham & Co. In 1923 it was
remodeled and then in 1967 sold to Austrian shareholders.
The introduction of the current PM2 for tissue paper was
made in 1967, with printing and writing paper (P&W) made
on PM1 and kraft on another PM.
Following post-revolution insolvency and nationalisation
under state-owned Portucel, in 1973 the company shut down
PM1 and transformed the kraft PM into P&W, resulting in huge
losses. A sale at public auction in 1999 was won by private
national shareholders led by de Castro, an entrepreneur
TISSUE WORLD Feb / Mar 2013

FACTFILE:
Mill manager: Helen de Castro
Staff: 113
Turnover: €24m in 2012
Location: Sao Juliao de Tojal, Portugal
Machines: PM3, Toscotec; PM2 (napkin paper machine), a 2.3m
wide ErWePa unit; PM1, a 1.8 m trim unit (MG tablecloth and
hand towel paper from recycled fibre).
Customers – major local distributors, catering companies and
converters, independent distributors and converters in Spain,
France, UK, North Africa, Caribbean.

formerly of Inapa Papers and McKinsey & Co, and Luis da
Cunha, executive board member of Inapa Paper. A period of
investment took place with €3m ploughed into creating basic
de-inking, natural gas cogeneration, a water treatment plant,
converting facilities as well as reconditioning PM1 for paper
for tablecloths and hand towels. Lastly, at the end of July
2011, PM3 started up producing 60tpd, and a fire in 2011
meant a loss but resulted in substantially improved facilities.
Fapajal’s initial growth came from what is a very minor local
market, but today, with 150,000mt/yr of tissue produced in
Portugal and tissue demand stale at best, local tissue players
have had to broaden their horizons to survive. Sharing the
Iberian Peninsula has held opportunities. “None of the tissue
companies in Portugal are targeting the Portuguese market,”
she says. “Our natural market is Spain, but the market there
is volatile and has been hit by the downturn. So we’ve
developed increasingly ambitious plans to expand across the
broader European AfH markets and beyond.”
The company is supplying some heavyweight contracts
around Europe, including major catering and AfH distribution
companies, the local subsidiaries of French multinational Elis
and Makro, as well as businesses in Spain, Morocco, Germany,
the UK and Trinidad. When Spain contracted, many of the
Portuguese and Spanish converting companies targetted the
south of France. With competition fierce, de Castro says Fapajal
distinguished itself by providing extremely good service and
good quality products. “We’re a one-stop shop,” she says.
“And fortunately the banks have supported us, although the
credit insurers have reduced our credit, as with everyone
else. Throughout everything, it’s been important for us to
keep our reputation and we are optimistic in maintaining our
small company.” She adds that sales should increase by 6%
next year and the small PM1, which currently produces only
during the week, will pass onto working weekends. “Last year
was a bit of a disaster, due primarily to the virtual collapse
in Spain in the middle of the year, but we are optimistic we
can increase our EBITDA in 2013. We’re also focusing on
increasing our converting facilities and generally becoming
more energy efficient.”
Their energy costs are helped by their cogeneration plant.
“It’s still profitable for us,” de Castro says. “It’s not rational
for us to put in any more units at this stage, due to changed
government policies. We’re very dependent on gas, electricity
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operations report

Production at the company’s Sao Juliao de Tojal-based integrated tissue site
and energy prices, as well as the exchange rate. We can’t do
much about it, we have to be very lean and cost effective.
Taxes are huge, subsidies are non-existent and margins are
low, and it will all go on for many years more. But we continue
to be OK. We have some profit and we keep ourselves in a
pretty stable position. We’re very flexible because we’re not
a huge company. If the market is down in one region we can
quickly switch to an area where it isn’t.”
The business is also increasingly providing recycled products,
which de Castro says there is a lot of demand for. “In a
recession, people want to down-grade, so recycled paper is
perfect for that, as it’s a bit cheaper. It’s all about the price. We
are planning for a PM that will just be for recycled products.”
TISSUE WORLD Feb / Mar 2013

Fapajal has always been an exporter and now exports more
than half its products to European countries. But more and
more business is coming from elsewhere, including northern
Africa and the Portuguese-speaking African countries, to
such an extent that some 65% of Fapajal’s non-converted
jumbo rolls are exported and just over half of sales come
from exported products. De Castro is cautious, saying that
while the business is looking into other countries for export
possibilities, first and foremost their market strategy is to
survive. Tourism in some countries is driving a lot of the AfH
business. “In Africa, there’s not a lot of demand at the moment,
and certainly not a lot of local players. Brazil has huge barriers
to entry, but prices are very high so it also has good potential
for us. We would need to have very reliable local partners, but

it’s definitely a market we
would be interested in. As
soon as opportunities come
up, we will jump.”
Fapajal
wants
to
substantially expand its
converting
capabilities
because “it’s where the
best margins are”. The
Toscotec-supplied PM3 is
the latest machine. “It’s
done its job, it produces
Products for some of Fapajal’s major catering and AfH customers
55 tonnes per day,” de
Castro says. PM2 produces recycled paper as well as
that’s on hold, as well as PM4 for recycled fibre. By the end
virgin pulp, and PM1 produces paper for table clothes
of 2013 we will have expanded our converting facilities by
and mats. “With these three machines we’re flexible,” she
60%, and will potentially be exporting to Brazil . During 2014
says. “We’re a one-stop-shop in terms of converting, and
plans are to achieve high tension energy input, which has a
we didn’t have any converting facilities 10 years ago.”
payback in under four years,” she says. “The crisis is forcing
Two years from now, it’s impossible to predict what state the
more flexible labour legislation for improved productivity. We
Portuguese economy will be in. However, for the short term
will continue to play on our major strengths and our efficient
at least, plans at Fapajal have been put on the back burner
young team, the successful development of up to 3% filler
because of the recession. She says she couldn’t plan for five
loading for reduction of fibre input, our excellent geographic
years ahead as things change so rapidly. “Our future plans are
location for Europe and northern Africa, as well as the cultural
on hold,
not180x125_Mise
stopped altogether.
We have
a new recycling
plant
ease of business in Portuguese speaking countries.”
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technical theme

Tissue World asked the w
converting machinery ma
comment on the annual c
theme survey. PCMC and
below they describe their
A TW report
What technical developments can we
expect in converting for 2013 and
beyond?

PCMC’s operations director Luca
Tagliasacchi

MTorres’ Joseph Gotshall, business
development director USA
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PCMC’s operations director Luca
Tagliasacchi: “One of the sections on
which the work of our R&D department
has been focusing in the past year is
the unwinder. To the existing stopsplice device for reel change, a new
one has been added: the on-the-fly
automatic change. The stop-splice
change requires only 1.5 minutes
downtime of the line and allows an
increase in production varying from
5.80% for single ply to 8.30% for twoply reels. This device can be installed
“progressively”, i.e. on a modular basis,
even on existing lines without any
changes to their layout.
“The new on-the-fly splice allows
reel change with the line running at a
reduced speed, which means in zero
time. As soon as the running reel
reaches the diameter of 1100mm,
the new one can be loaded in waiting
position, ready to be lowered for
the splice. The estimated annual
production increase in this case varies

from 7.80% for single ply to 11.20%
for 2 plies.
“Both solutions offer significant
advantages: reel change is carried
out in a defined time, which is no
more dependent on the operator but
constant and repeatable; the use of
biadhesive tape allows a very quick
and easy preparation of the waiting
reel (during the unwinding of the
“previous” one); the procedure is also
cleaner, because glue is replaced by
biadhesive tape; and, most important,
it is carried out in the absolute safest
conditions, because there is no direct
intervention of the operator inside the
guards.”
MTorres’ Joseph Gotshall, business
development director USA: “In 2013,
MTorres maintained its place as the
global leader in unwinding, splicing
and tension control. This year we are
continuing to invest in the research,
development and continued evolution
of our tissue and nonwoven converting
equipment. Automated roll loading,
unwinding, splicing, tension control
and spent core removal remain the

world’s leading
manufacturers to
converting technical
d MTorres responded, and
eir R&D developments
areas we focus our efforts on in 2013.
“The greatest developments we have
released to the market in 2013 are two
new simplified and modular designs
that offer a lower capital investment
to clients in emerging markets. So
now in addition to the already popular
floor pickup model TSR-T “Tension
controlled Splicing Rollstand for
Tissue” that has been in production for
more than 10 years and the cart based
system “Universal Tissue Splicer” or
UTS that has been in production for
more than five years, MTorres has also
brought to market the STS or “Simple
Tissue Splicer” and later this year we
will be publicly releasing details of the
JTS as well. The JTS and STS are both
low capital cost systems well suited
for retrofitting existing converting
lines to allow for higher speeds, better
tension control, on the fly splicing, and
therefore increased production. This
addition gives MTorres’ clients both
the highly automated customisable
solutions they have been accustomed
to and now a more standardised low
capital cost design for increased
flexibility.”

What new ways are you ensuring that
the quality of cut is consistent?
Tagliasacchi:
“The
renowned
efficiency and quality of our LSX are
due to a unique mechanical-electronic
combination. The points of strength
of this log saw are the management
of the cutting system, of the cutting
speed, and the mathematical model
controlling the synchronism of the arm
of the elliptical orbital blade, pushers
and blade drive.
“With the control system further
enhanced and thanks to the available
wide range of motors, blade sizes and
blade material options, the LSX is now
able to offer the highest performances
also on
“border-line” consumer/
industrial products, as for example
200mm-diameter rolls. Excellent bias,
cutting speed and cut cleanliness have
proven to be the key factors for the
success of several important projects
carried out in the past few months.”
Gotshall: “MTorres focuses on all of the
converting line equipment up to the
embosser, therefore cut quality occurs
on our partners’ side after we hand

off the sheet. Our responsibility is to
provide a perfect tension on the line
even during the splice sequence so
that the cut can be made consistently
on our partners’ machines. So far in
2012 and 2013 MTorres has started
up more than a dozen of these designs
in production environments. These
machines are running TAD and other
structured tissues in one, two and
three ply configurations. MTorres’
designs have been integrated with
PCMC, Perini, Bretting, and many
others. Our job is to make the cut easy
for our partners by offering a constant
web tension giving the end user more
consistency.”
What features are you incorporating
to minimise downtime between
changes in print design, embossing
design or roll format?
Tagliasacchi: “Our embosser NT 6501
has further evolved and represents
today the utmost technology available
in embossing under many aspects.
It is a fully-electronic non-hydraulic
embosser, certified with a Performance
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Safety level D as regards to roll safety,
which couldn’t be achieved by an
embosser with hydraulic system.
“This quick-change embosser features
a fully electronic nip control system
for embossing rolls, marrying rolls,
distribution rolls, which replaces
the previous hydraulic device. The
system comprises servomotors, servo
cylinders and load cells, thus offering
the same level of precision and
repeatability of any other electrical
application. Pressures can be adjusted
automatically so as to achieve the best
speed/embossing ratio.

“The system can work under high
loads, with high levels of precision
and repeatability; requires reduced
checkout costs/time; allows friendly
use and maintenance; comprises the
same parts and components as the rest
of the line.”
Gotshall: “From MTorres’ perspective
the real key to minimising machine
downtime is to not need to stop during
normal production runs for issues
such as tension swings, breakouts and
roll loading. By eliminating all of this
unnecessary starting and stopping
(recall that MTorres equipment have
splice reliability in excess of 99.5%)

the line stop time for product changes
(print, embosser, format) is easily
absorbed. Also because of our precise
tension control loop the starting and
stopping for necessary format changes
does not need to produce waste due to
instable log build on startup. In most
instances the unwinds and splicing
unit can remain threaded reducing
operators’ need to focus on the
unwinds at all during these changes.”
Which
particular
automation
features distinguish your converting
technology, and how do they improve
productive efficiency?
Tagliasacchi: “Efficiency is often a
matter of automation, but not always.
In our perspective, flexibility is another
key factor for efficiency, and in this
regard we believe that today our best
achievement is represented by the
Matrix and the Forte technological
platforms.
The
possibility
to
progressively upgrade the line from
450 mpm up to 650 mpm, freely
matching speed and number of cycles,
makes the Amica Matrix a “futureproof”
investment: a line able to grow with the
company and follow the ever-changing
production needs dictated by the
market.
“On the other hand, the Forte offers the
possibility to produce very different
products (e.g. from traditional products
to coreless ones) on the same line with
quick changeover procedures.

LSX

TC_CoreTDS
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“All this means more than simply
efficiency: efficiency through flexibility,
guaranteed in the long term.”
Gotshall: “Autoloading and unloading
along with autosplicing and computer
logic based tension controls remove
the need for an operator to be involved
in changing any draws manually and
triggering splices manually. MTorres’
unwinds are not demanding of an
operators’ time other than splice
preparation which can be done in
under two minutes in all situations.
But, remember the machine is still
producing at high speeds during the
roll change so no productivity is lost.
Also by simplifying and automating

TC_EmbossNT6501
the splice we have removed any variation from one operator
to another. MTorres’ unwinds and splicers simply need to have
rolls delivered to the carts and the tail introduced to the splicing
table. Everything else is controlled through a PLC orchestrating
exacting synchronous movements.”
Identify one or two areas of technology in which your converting
systems really stand out.
Tagliasacchi: “An outstanding feature among those recently
developed lies in our coremaker technology. Our TDS model
allows, thanks to its extreme versatility, to produce both singlestrip and multi-strip cardboard cores, with strip number varying
from 1 to 5. The machine’s simple design, quick mandrel change
from 20 to 90 mm, automatic strip handling through load cells
and strip guide translate into maximum flexibility while at the
same time maintaining a high quality level. The slot coater and
the use of the same type of glue along the whole core length
reduce glue consumption to the minimum. The reduction in
material consumption leads not only to immediate saving but
also to important advantages in terms of logistics and transport.”
Gotshall: “Our entire family of products was developed to run
structured substrates in wide web formats and all of these
designs are powered by shaftless centre driven unwinds with
expanding chucks. MTorres is the only machine manufacturer in
the world that currently has centre driven unwinds running wide
web TAD substrates in production in the tissue industry. Therefore
even though our partners all have existing conventional belted
unwinds they come to work with us in order to achieve the
highest quality production for our joint clients. Many of MTorres’
designs can handle 120” diameter rolls and 120” wide webs with
splice on the fly technology. These designs allow converting lines
to run at the highest speeds without stopping for a splice and
also have autoloading and autosplicing capabilities making for
more consistent production even with new operators unfamiliar
to the converting processes.”

Torn between
speed and quality?
Get both with Structured Tissue
Technologies from Buckman.
Buckman offers structured tissue process aids that can
give you both the quality you demand and the speed you
need. Enzymatic fiber modification. Innovative wet end
lotions. Advanced creping chemistries. Temporary wet
strength technologies. Eco-friendly deposit control. And
now our newest coating extender technologies! They
give you the ability to lower transfer moistures, maximize
fabric design, and to operate at higher speeds.
Why not let Buckman structure a better structured
tissue program for you? Contact your Buckman tissue
specialist for more information, or visit buckman.com.

Visit us at Tissue World at Stand E150.

©2013 Buckman Laboratories International, Inc.
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TISSUE SERVICE CONVERTING S.r.l.
Via Cantore, 126 55100 Lucca - ITALY
Tel.+39 0583 491320 - fax. +39 0583 471194 - www.tissueservice.it - info@tissueservice.it
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Feel the
difference
and enjoy
the savings

Advantage NTT is Metso’s new tissue machine concept that combines
energy savings with excellent product quality. NTT was developed to meet
the increasing demands of high quality tissue products.
This new process enables production of textured products in a category
of its own. It offers excellent softness, 50 to 80% higher bulk and 20% less
energy per roll compared to conventional machines. Alternatively, you can
also improve the product quality of conventional tissue.
www.metso.com/tissuemaking

exit issue

By Ed Graf

ADT’s first start-up
successfully running in
the USA
Air Dried Tissue (ADT) Technology has been
hailed as a real alternative to TAD. Two years
after the start-up of the first installation of this
major new technology, TW talks to inventor Ed
Graf about energy savings and capital cost
As with any new development there
are thoughts and ideas about how
something should work. The paper
industry has been gutsy in the past; in
the last forty years, we have seen a lot of
progress, including significant increase
in machine speeds. Drying technology
has also significantly developed. When
information about Air Dried Tissue
(ADT) was first published in 2007, it
claimed the technology could reduce
energy consumption and capital cost
while allowing for less expensive
infrastructure and an overall simplified
operation.

Six years later, the first ever installation
of ADT technology has been
successfully in operation for two years.
Its start-up on a nominal 35+ TPD
Crescent Former Yankee machine was
a big step for the one-machine, North
American tissue producer to take.
However, the second reel produced
was reported saleable and guarantee
trials were successfully run and met in
January 2011. Two years since start-up,
the mill has been an excellent running
reference for ADT.
The images show the first ADT Air
Floatation/Air Impingement Dryer

being erected and this same unit
successfully installed and operating
in the mill. This machine is making
around 60% of its production using
ADT. The other 40% is dry crepe and
the sheet easily runs through the dryer
with the heat turned off. The carry belt
will run in this mode, and “pulling the
crepe out” has not been a complaint in
either dry crepe or wet crepe operation
and operators have reportedly been
satisfied.
In TW’s coverage of the new technology
in 2007, an energy comparison graph
estimated that conventional TAD

Machine elevation
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Left - right: Installed ADT dryer; Control panel

technology uses at least 14% more
energy compared to ADT. It said ADT
could achieve a 25% reduction in gas
consumption (around 4,000 KWH/
tonne for TAD) and steam consumption
(around 1,000KWH/tonne for TAD).
Drive energy consumption was
expected to be the same for both
technologies at 2,000KWH/tonne. The
mill has met this with ease.
Cost of this simplified technology is
significantly less than other air drying
technologies.
Over the course of the two years
following its installation, it is now
possible to confirm:
• The drying rate is calculated to be
10.9 #/sq. ft./Hr. Data collected 		
from this first installation, although 		
not needed to operate at this level, 		
confirmed this capability.

the machine direction is required
necessitating moving the reel for this
upgrade.
The implementation of ADT could
merely require an older Yankee dry
crepe tissue machine that can be turned
into a swing machine (to additionally
make wet crepe towelling, which sells
at higher margins) with very short
grade change times. No machinery
needs to be moved or modified during
the changeover as it is simply a basis
weight, speed and heat adjustment.
The technology allows older mills
to upgrade machines to become
swing machines that gain production
increases of 15% due to the reduced
percentage of drying required of the

• The zones are approximately 10 		
feet in the machine direction and 		
therefore shipping is not too difficult.

A patent for ADT technology has now
been granted and another is about to
be allowed.

A wide load flat bed semi can be used
for “zone transport”.
• This technology can be built
to
fit today’s widest machines
easily reaching 300 inches. Units
similar to this, configured for other
purposes, have been built in excess of
400 inches.
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The cost of this machinery is a fraction
of a TAD drum and the installation
cost is also significantly less. The
heating unit and ducting are compactly
configured and can be located behind
the machine, on the machine room
floor level, or even outside of the
building. Since no crane is needed
over this installed equipment the
building height and roof do not need
to be raised and can actually be lower
than what is required for a Yankee
(or TAD). In addition if a machine is
concepted without a Yankee to make
towelling grades only, a steam plant is
not needed thereby saving capital and
operating expenses.
All this is testament to the technology’s
builders, Meg Tec in Green Bay,
Wisconsin.
Albany
International
supplied the belt and it has proven
to be of proper permeability for
operation. The air permeability is very
important as some of the drying air is
directed at the bottom of the sheet to
help achieve the rate guaranteed.

• The controls are relatively straight
forward with few problems.

• Multiple zones and their adjunct
heating systems can be installed to
allow for more production. Space in

Yankee when making wet crepe.

The ADT Dryer on the manufacturer’s shop
floor

By Ed Graf, Wisconsin Pulp and Paper
Machinery. Graf has been awarded 50+
US patents for paper machinery and is
presently the owner of A. P. M., a paper
industry technical services company. To
date he has been involved in over 80 new
Headbox installations and a number of
complete new machines.

Simply Infinity.

Poly wrappers

Diverters

Poly bundlers

Infinity
machinery

Conveying Systems

Casepackers

SR wrappers

The perfect integration of packaging machinery and engineering services.
Broadening our product range and engineering services allow you to leverage the advantages of a single-source supplier.
Not only can Infinity offer you best-in-class engineering services and project management skills, but we are also the OEM
of the best packaging machinery available in the market. That combination offers you a unique opportunity to lower
your capital outlay, simplify project correspondence, increase your line flexibility, and get your converting line running in less time.

www.infinitymec.com

Efficiency by design

By Truck

By Container
There is only one
number one...Trebor.
The most
dependable source
for parent
rolls of Tissue,
Towel and Napkin.
Over 40 years
and counting.

USA
Telephone: 732.335.4255
Fax: 732.335.4244
www.trebor.com
Tissue • Toweling • Napkins
Wet/Dry Crepe • Wiper Grades
Member Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism

See us at booth C430 in Barcelona
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